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Returning to Normal: Key Considerations
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• Corporates will need to

demonstrate a higher degree

of flexibility towards the health

and safety preferences of

employees with regards to a

return to shared spaces,

offering a chance to engender

greater loyalty and

engagement from existing

workforces.

• The impact of travel constraints

on employee mobility,

particularly in major

conurbations needs to be

carefully managed, with the

continuation and further

enhancement of existing

remote working policies serving

to ease the operational impact

on corporates.

• Implementation of effective

social distancing measures will

need to be given due care, as

well as the logistical impact

and additional costs attributed

to establishing and maintaining

prescribed safety requirements.

• As younger employees face

significant employment

challenges, greater emphasis

on specific motivation and

engagement initiatives for

talented younger employees

will serve corporates well in the

long-term, in lockstep with well-

thought-out progression plans.

• As global economies

reanimate, corporates should

focus on internal sector

realignment initiatives, steering

away those that present near-

term volatility, such as aviation

and hospitality.

• Corporates should undertake a

full review of their existing

customer bases, assessing

potential sensitivities and

concentration risk issues to

ensure that potential issues are

both managed and mitigated.

• As Covid-19 accelerates

corporates’ acceptance and

adoption of digitisation and

technology, the sector will

need to both adapt with and

capitalise upon this trend to

secure and improve prospects.

• When considering the

expansion of both service

offering and geographic

footprint, the virtual working

environment will come into

further prominence, helping to

augment these initiatives by

reducing the physical burden.

• The strategic impact of Brexit,

IR35 and VAT reverse charges

in construction continues to

loom over the sector and while

Covid-19 responses have taken

precedence, these critical

issues require a refreshed

strategic focus.

• Effective working capital
forecasting and management
remains vitally important, with
successful operational rescaling
requiring a careful unwinding
process which will result in
significant cash requirements
for many companies.

• Larger corporates with
adequately capitalised
balance sheets will be well set
to enter the ‘new normal’
following a marked increase in
equity placings in April & May,
helping to shore up inward and
outward investment and
contingency strategies.

• For recruiters who obtained
support via the Coronavirus
Business Interruption Loan
Scheme or through other
government assistance
initiatives (e.g. VAT deferrals),
the benefits of early repayment
should be weighed up in
tandem with working capital
management and forecasting.

• Corporates should closely
monitor the funding landscape,
both in terms of lenders’
evaluation methods and
potential changes that may
arise in funding availability e.g.
invoice discounting, which
could be further restricted in
the event of a spike in bad
debt domestically.
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The Human Capital sector has shown a significant level of resilience and adaptability in its

management of the near-term risks presented by Covid-19. As the UK economy begins to reanimate

and the return to work in a ‘new normal’ environment unfolds, a series of practical, strategic and

financial considerations require careful navigation by recruiters who are vital to ‘reigniting’ the UK

economy following an unprecedented period. Below we set out the key considerations for Human

Capital companies and highlight the areas of importance as the ‘return to normal’ takes shape.
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The significant exogenous shocks caused by Covid-19 has derailed corporates’ short-term M&A plans,
however, this current period of economic reanimation presents an array of opportunities for recruiters.
The Human Capital sector is inherently one of the most affected by a downturn but is equally sensitive to
any potential signs of a market upturn. Early signals suggest that the sector is supporting the UK’s
recovery well, serving to repopulate the workforces of regional economic hubs in particular, which have
begun to successfully rescale. Any increase in hiring activity often directly correlates with a rise in M&A
activity and, therefore, corporates should ensure that they monitor the following market movements.

Returning to Normal: M&A Market

Drivers of Appetite

Drivers of Valuation

• A significant degree of pent up demand to undertake a transaction

is likely to drive deal volumes upwards, as organic growth into activity

hubs becomes increasingly complex and cumbersome to navigate

for larger corporates, raising the appeal of niche mid-market assets.

• While private equity acquirers’ attention was initially focused on

bringing stability to their existing portfolios, we are now likely to see

financial acquirers revisit pre-Covid-19 strategies, deploying capital

into both quality and distressed assets in the Human Capital sector.

• Those who have prepared for ‘the return’ with stringent working

capital management and effective balance sheet capitalisation will

be able to act with agility and versatility, an attractive quality for

both a prospective buyer and seller in the M&A market.

• Statistics show that 26 UK cities outside of London now have more

vacancies than jobseekers, enhancing the valuation prospects of

recruiters with a strong regional presence as less densely populated

economic hubs gain domestic prominence and importance.

• Recruiters that are well placed to service the heightened short-term

demand for staff in high demand sub-sectors such as Healthcare will

attract enhanced valuations having proven their strategic

importance and resilience during a period of national crisis.

• The sector has historically followed a very predictable 7-year-cycle,

where an economic ‘return to normal’ serves as a pre-cursor to sharp

rebounds in the EV/EBITDA multiples that Human Capital corporates

attract, offering a clear barometer of activity for buyers and sellers.

• Despite subdued short-term expectations, employers’ medium-

term hiring intentions are positive, offering recruiters the time and

space to re-align, re-scale and re-weight their business models to

meet the future demand of identified high-growth sub-sectors.

• Accelerated digitisation is likely to translate into an increase in

M&A and investment in assets that further corporates’ initiatives in

this regard, offering growth opportunities to acquirers and raising

the valuation expectations of technologically advanced sellers.

• As distressed sales rise in prominence, opportunities to perform part

or whole acquisitions at reduced valuations will increase, leading

to innovative deal structures where the role of expert advisors will

be of vital importance to ensure optimal value realisation.
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banks and corporate finance advisory firms. With
over 200 professionals located in 26 offices
throughout the world, CFI members specialise in
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